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A Pocket Guide to Carlton Ware

This book is a guide to help you identify Carlton Ware patterns and shapes. It
contains over 500 pictures of Carlton Ware. 

This book is for everyone interested in Carlton Ware. It will appeal to
beginners, small collectors, large collectors and dealers etc. 

The aim was to produce a valuable and comprehensive source of information
in an easy to use format. It will prove to be a very useful reference tool and
help you identify the many hundreds of pieces of Carlton Ware available. The
compact size means it is ideal to take to fairs, auctions, exhibitions, etc. 

The introduction covers topics such as Pattern and Shape numbers, a brief
history of Carlton Ware and Dating Carlton Ware.

Carlton Ware used Pattern numbers and Shape (or Impressed) numbers to
identify items. The pattern number identified the actual pattern, including
colour, of the piece whilst the shape number identified the shape (and size).

Patterns come in a number of different colourways and these tend to have
different pattern numbers. This book essentially ignores colours for
identification and usually shows one piece of Carlton Ware from the many
different colourways and shapes. The pictures have been listed historically,
approximately. The older patterns are towards the beginning and the newer
patterns towards the end. The book covers the full range and shows
pictures of most of the Carlton Ware patterns produced.

It’s a great book! Can
you be without a copy?
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New Mikado with Lady

Chinese figures, pagoda, bridge
and trees. Sometimes has two
cranes and punt like boat. Also
with a moderne Lady raised as a
lid decoration.

2814

Stork and Bamboo

Two storks (one drinking) in pool
amongst bamboo plants.

2822, 2932, 2933, 2934

New Flies

Gossamer spiders web with
various butterflies in flight.

2837, 3023, 3025

63

Tubelined Marigold

Tubular raised edge flower heads
in red, orange and green with
dark leaves.

4012

Harebells

Harebell flowers edged with gilt.

4015, 4016, 4136, 4154

Secretary Bird

Exotic bird with fan shaped tail
feathers and long legs similar to a
road runner, beneath a decorative
tree in enamels.

4017, 4018, 4106, 4107

139

Foxglove

1870, 1875, 1879, 1881, 1882,
1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887,
1888, 1890, 1895, 1896, 1897,
1898, 1903, 1904

Dogshead

1914, 1915, 1917

Clematis

1952, 1953, 1957, 1958, 1959,
1962, 1963, 1964, 1968

188
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A pocket guide to
Carlton Ware
This pocket guide will help you
identify Carlton Ware patterns
and shapes. 

With over 500 photographs this
guide shows the incredible
range that was produced by
Carlton Ware.

Carlton Ware began life in
1890, with a partnership by J.
F. Wiltshaw and J. A. & W. H.
Robinson. This gave birth to a
company that lasted for more
than a century albeit with many
changes of ownership. Today,
Carlton Ware is well known all
over the world.

The authors are well known in the Carlton Ware
world, they manage and run the Carlton Ware
web site www.carltonware.com as well as writing
a weekly newsletter carltonware.com news. Dr
Czes Kosniowski has written dozens of books on
subjects such as Mathematics, Popular
Computing and Rubik’s Cube.


